
Hurley U11s 161-7 beat Maidenhead & Bray U11s 47 All Out by 114 runs 
 
The top of the table clash between Hurley and Maidenhead and Bray took place on a 
beautiful blistering hot evening down at Shepherds Lane. Having lost the toss the Hurley 
opening pair of Ballard and Hill looked pretty untroubled by the M+B attack - Ballard looking 
as solid as always and Hill firing the ball to all parts to retire off only 15 balls. Then in true 
Ashes style the usually dependable Hurley middle order wobbled, unable to resist having a 
go at the straight ones and the unlucky Skelton treading on his wicket Shane Warne style, 
only then to be saved by the hard hitting Dawkins who once again retired with some great 
touches. The scoring mantle was taken up by an inspired Calliss, using the cover drive to 
great effect and ably supported by Samant and Trayte, both making valuable contributions 
to enable Hurley to finish on an impressive total of 161/7. 
 
The M+B response started with solid defence of Dawkins pace, only to be undone in the 
next over losing 2 wickets to a couple of Peplow straight ones. With only the opener Daly 
offering any real resistance M+B never recovered from being behind the eight ball so early 
on. The depth of bowling ability in the Hurley side was evident for all to see with everyone 
getting a bowl, from the miserly and accurate Hill, Patrick, Trayte and Samant to the once 
again inspired Calliss taking 2 wickets in a single over and Cooper joining in with a Brace. The 
M+B response ended in the 15th over with 47 runs on the board to leave Hurley sitting 
pretty on top of the league and looking good for the playoffs. 
 
Special mention must go to Val and Jeff, who answered the last minute call to arms to man 
(and woman) the bar and provide the slowing roasting parents with very welcome cold 
ones. 
 
MOM James Calliss 
 


